LETTER TO THE EDITOR

SHORTCUTS Tina Kaufman

AUSTRALIAN/NEW ZEALAND FILMS AND FILMMAKERS

HOMELESS, AIMLESS: ALKINOS TSILIMIDOS’ TOM WHITE Dave Hoskin

SASKIA & HUTCH: Doggy Style Michael Kitson

STRaight EYFor THE QUEER GUYS: Strange Bedfellows Dave Hoskin

NO PRETENSION WHATSOEVER: A Conversation with Dean Murphy Dave Hoskin

DRAy Wit ANd Chilling GHOST STORIES: A Conversation with Sam Neill Priscella Engall

HISTORICAL REVISIONS

ELIZABETH’S COSTUMES: The Power of Spectacle, Or Spectacles of Power Jeannette Delamoir

THE FOG OF WAR: Eleven Lessons From the Life of Robert S. McNamara Deane Williams

BOLLYWOOD RE-INVENTED? Kissing Zombies and Aliens Jerry Clode

INDUSTRY NEWS, VIEWS AND EVENTS

MIDDLE EAST SPICES UP MIFF: A Conversation with James Hewison Cynthia Karena

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY CONFERENCE 2004 Sándor Lau

STATE OF BLISS: A Conversation with Ian Bliss Marta Jary

SPECIAL FEATURE SECTION: EDITING

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE POSTPRODUCTION FILM INDUSTRY: A Victorian Case Study Virginia Murray

EVERYTHING IS EDITING: Bill Russo on Blue Murder Intuition, and That Small Dark Room Jonathan Wald

BRUTALITY AND BEAUTY: An Interview with Alkinos Tsilimidos and Editor Ken Sallows About Collaborating on Tom White Myles McMullen

TRUST ME—I’M AN EDITOR! Hart Cohen

THE RHYTHM OF THINKING Speculations on How an Editor Shapes the Rhythm of a Film Karen Pearlman

INDEPENDENT FILMMAKING

CREATIVE ENERGY: The Vibrancy of the St Kilda Film Festival Cynthia Karena

GOING IT ALONE: Making Low Budget Feature Films Without Pre-Sales David King

THE ART OF WALKING BACKWARDS: How to Make a Documentary for NZ$12,000 Sándor Lau

ANIMATION, DIGITAL AND NEW MEDIA

(PAN-)ANIMAL MAGICs: Ecofeminist Ethics and Aesthetics in The Web Leonie Rutherford
GEARING UP FOR DIGITAL CINEMA IN AUSTRALIA  
Alessandro Bresciani

INNOVATING THE DIGITAL: Universities, Industry and Research Come Together for Little Girl Blue  
Annmarie Chandler

JON HEWITT ON BLOODLUST: First Features Part Two  
Tristan Bancks

MATTHEW BARNEY: The Cremaster Cycle  
Andrew Frost

TV: VIEWS FROM THE COUCH

IDIOT’S BOX: True Crime  
Steven Aoun

TV EYE: Newlyweds, The West Wing and Alias  
Elizabeth Avram and Dave Hoskin

REGULAR FEATURES

152  IDIOT’S BOX: True Crime  Steven Aoun
158  TV EYE: Newlyweds, The West Wing and Alias  Elizabeth Avram and Dave Hoskin
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